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Abstract: Understanding the complementary specialisation of the canine brain has been the subject
of increasing scientific study over the last 10 years, chiefly due to the impact of cerebral lateralization
on dog behaviour. In particular, behavioural asymmetries, which directly reflect different activation
of the two sides of the dog brain, have been reported at different functional levels, including motor
and sensory. The goal of this review is not only to provide a clear scenario of the experiments carried
out over the last decade but also to highlight the relationships between dogs’ lateralization, cognitive
style and behavioural reactivity, which represent crucial aspect relevant for canine welfare.
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1. Introduction

Brain hemispheres specialise to process and analyse information in an asymmetrical way is a
phenomenon widely reported in the animal kingdom [1,2] and, as shown by the increasing scientific
study over the last decade, it is now well manifested also in canine species. Based on findings derived
from experiments carried on different animal models, clear evidence exists that basic lateralized neural
mechanisms are very similar across vertebrate brains with a specialisation of the left hemisphere in the
control of routine behaviours, responding to features that are invariant and repeated, and with the
specialisation of the right hemisphere in detecting novelty (unexpected stimuli) and in the expression
of intense emotions, such as aggression and fear [3,4].

In this review, our first aim is to provide a comprehensive overview of the experiments carried out
in dogs providing extensive evidence of hemispheric asymmetries in function, structure and behaviour.
Our second aim in this paper is to analyse lateralized patterns specifically involved in emotional
processing by the dog brain and how the study of emotional lateralization could represent a valid and
interesting tool to contribute to the improvement of canine welfare and management.

In dogs, deepening the knowledge of cerebral lateralization with particular regard to emotional
processing is particularly interesting since behavioural asymmetries which indirectly reflect lateralized
cognitive processing of emotions can be easily detected (e.g., paw preference, nostril use, and tail
wagging) and can give insight into the different valences of an emotion felt by the animal. The latter is
crucial not only for a better understanding of canine cognition but also for the improvement of dogs’
training and handling during several activities within the human community (e.g., animal-assisted
therapy, police and rescue work, and guides for vision impaired people).

2. Sensory Lateralization

The complementary specialisation of dogs’ brain hemispheres is clearly apparent at different
sensory levels, including vision [5], hearing [6–10] and what is considered to be the most relevant
sensory domain for canine species, namely olfaction [11,12].
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Asymmetries of dogs’ visual sensory channels have been observed by studying their asymmetrical
head-turning response to bidimensional visual stimuli presented during feeding behaviour [5].
The experimental set-up consisted of the presentation of black silhouette drawings of different
animal models (a dog, a cat and a snake) to the dog’s right and left visual hemifields using two
retro-illuminated panels. When stimuli were presented at the same time in the two visual hemifields,
dogs preferentially turned the head with their left eye leading in response to alarming stimuli (the
snake silhouette that is considered to be an alarming stimulus for most mammals [13] or the cat
silhouette displaying a defensive threat posture). Given that, in dogs, neural structures located in
the right hemisphere are mainly fed by inputs from the left visual hemifield and vice versa (crossing
of fibres at the optic nerve level is 75% [14]), left head turns in response to threatening stimuli are
consistent with the specialisation of the right side of the brain for expressing intense emotion including
fear (snake) and aggression (cat with an arched lateral displayed body and erected tail). The latter
specialisation of the right hemisphere has been reported in several animal models (reviewed in [1,2]).

It is interesting to note that left head turns (right hemisphere activation) lead to shorter latencies
to react and longer latencies to resume feeding (i.e., higher emotional response). Moreover, during
monocular presentation, higher responsiveness to stimuli presented in the left visual hemifield was
observed, and this was irrespective of the type of stimulus. Overall, these results support the hypothesis
that in canine species, as well as in other mammals, the neural sympathetic mechanisms controlling
the “fight or flight” behavioural response are mainly under the activation of the right hemisphere [15].
In dogs, it is interesting to note that both in vivo [16] (Computed Tomography (CT) brain scanning)
and post mortem techniques [17] have revealed a right-biased hemispheric asymmetry with the
right hemisphere greater than the left; the latter could reflect the right hemisphere specialisation
for intense emotional activities like fight or flight reactions, which are related to aggressive and
defensive-escape behaviours.

As in dogs, a number of animals exhibit aggressive and defensive behaviours when the right
hemisphere is active. Chicks, for example, respond strongly to a potential predator (silhouette of a
predatory bird) seen in their left visual field (right hemisphere) [18,19]); very similar results were
reported in toads, which showed stronger avoidance responses when a model snake was presented on
their left side than when it was on their right side [20]. In domestic animals, horses approached by
a potential threatening stimulus (a human opening an umbrella) reacted more (i.e., moving further
away) when the approach was from their left side than when it was from their right side [21].

There is now evidence that the auditory sensory system in the dog brain also works in an
asymmetrical way depending on the type of acoustic stimulus [6,8,9]. Specifically, during feeding
behaviour, dogs’ head orienting responses to different sounds played at the same time from two
speakers placed symmetrically with respect to the subjects’ head were recorded [6] (see Figure 1A).
When thunderstorm playbacks were presented, dogs consistently turned the head with their left
ear leading and, given that the direction of the head turn is an unconditioned response indicating a
contralateral hemispheric advantage in attention to the auditory stimulus [22], this result supported
the right hemisphere specialization in processing alarming stimuli. In a similar way to what has been
previously reported about vision, in this experimental condition, left-head orienting turns also led
to longer latencies to resume feeding from the bowl. On the other hand, dogs consistently turned
the head with their right ear leading in response to playbacks of canine vocalizations (“disturbance”
and “isolation” calls) supporting the role of the left hemisphere in the analysis of familiar conspecific
calls, as reported in other species (non-human primates [23], horses [24], cats [25] and sea lions [26]).
Nevertheless, in dogs, conspecific vocalizations are not always processed by the left hemisphere, since
the right hemisphere is used for processing vocalizations when they elicit intense emotion [6,7].
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Figure 1. Behavioural techniques used to study functional lateralization in dogs: (A) head-orienting 
response used to study auditory lateralization; and (B) left and right nostril use during sniffing 
different olfactory stimuli. 

In dogs, the left hemisphere advantage in processing vocalizations of familiar conspecifics seems 
dependent on the calls’ temporal features, since the presentation of the reversed version of the same 
canine call caused the loss of the right bias in the head turning response [27]. 

Head orienting response methods have been used in dogs to study possible lateralized neural 
mechanisms in processing human speech [8]. Results revealed that dogs consistently turned their 
head to the right during presentation of human spoken commands with artificially increased 
segmental cues (i.e., higher salience of meaningful phonemic components); moreover, a significant 
left-turning bias was observed in response to manipulated commands with increased supra-
segmental vocal cues (i.e., higher salience of intonation component). These results have been 
confirmed by recent neuroimaging studies and overall suggest a convergent lateralized brain 
specialisation between canine and human species for processing speech [9]. 

Regarding olfaction, asymmetries in nostril use have been observed during free sniffing 
behaviour of odorants that differ in terms of emotional valence [11,28]. Briefly, cotton swabs installed 
on a digital video camera were used to present odorants to dogs (see Figure 1B). The camera was 
installed on a tripod in the centre of a large silent room. A frame-by-frame analysis of nostril use 
video footages revealed a clear right nostril bias during sniffing of clearly arousing odours for dogs 
(e.g., adrenaline and veterinary sweat). Given that, in dogs, the olfactory nervous fibres, which drive 
odour information from peripheral receptors to the olfactory cortex, are uncrossed, right nostril use 
indicates a prevalent right hemisphere activation [29]. The latter was consistent with the previously 
reported right hemisphere involvement in analysing alarming/threatening stimuli and had direct 

Figure 1. Behavioural techniques used to study functional lateralization in dogs: (A) head-orienting
response used to study auditory lateralization; and (B) left and right nostril use during sniffing different
olfactory stimuli.

In dogs, the left hemisphere advantage in processing vocalizations of familiar conspecifics seems
dependent on the calls’ temporal features, since the presentation of the reversed version of the same
canine call caused the loss of the right bias in the head turning response [27].

Head orienting response methods have been used in dogs to study possible lateralized neural
mechanisms in processing human speech [8]. Results revealed that dogs consistently turned their head
to the right during presentation of human spoken commands with artificially increased segmental
cues (i.e., higher salience of meaningful phonemic components); moreover, a significant left-turning
bias was observed in response to manipulated commands with increased supra-segmental vocal
cues (i.e., higher salience of intonation component). These results have been confirmed by recent
neuroimaging studies and overall suggest a convergent lateralized brain specialisation between canine
and human species for processing speech [9].

Regarding olfaction, asymmetries in nostril use have been observed during free sniffing behaviour
of odorants that differ in terms of emotional valence [11,28]. Briefly, cotton swabs installed on
a digital video camera were used to present odorants to dogs (see Figure 1B). The camera was
installed on a tripod in the centre of a large silent room. A frame-by-frame analysis of nostril use
video footages revealed a clear right nostril bias during sniffing of clearly arousing odours for dogs
(e.g., adrenaline and veterinary sweat). Given that, in dogs, the olfactory nervous fibres, which drive
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odour information from peripheral receptors to the olfactory cortex, are uncrossed, right nostril use
indicates a prevalent right hemisphere activation [29]. The latter was consistent with the previously
reported right hemisphere involvement in analysing alarming/threatening stimuli and had direct
implication for dogs’ welfare and training since, for example, the constant use of the right nostril during
olfactory inspection of a human being could reveal an increased arousal state of the animal, even in
the absence of clear behavioural signs (this could be useful in those activities like animal-assisted
therapy in which dogs must possess advanced behavioural control skills in order to help them handle
high arousal situations and consequently it is not always easy to detect stress increase directly from
behavioural signs).

When non-aversive stimuli were presented (e.g., food, lemon, and canine vaginal secretions),
right nostril use was observed only during the first presentations indicating the initial involvement of
the right hemisphere in the analysis of novelty (this bias was not evident for initial sniffing of food
probably because of its reduced valence as a novel stimulus). Furthermore, a shift from the right to the
left nostril use was observed with repeated stimulus presentations, indicating the prevalent control
of sniffing behaviour by the left hemisphere when routine responses to odour stimuli emerge as a
result of familiarization [1,2,30,31]. Left hemisphere specialisation in routine tasks has been observed
in pigeons [32], wild stilts [33], toads [34] and chickens [35]. In the latter case, during a routine task of
finding food, chicks using the right eye (left hemisphere) and not the left eye learn to find food grains
scattered on a back-ground of distracting pebbles (similar to the grains).

There is now evidence that dogs’ olfaction works in an asymmetrical way for processing both
conspecific and heterospecific odours collected during different emotional events [12]. In particular,
during sniffing of canine odours collected in a stressful situation (i.e., an “isolation” situation in
which dogs were isolated from their owners in an unfamiliar environment), a consistent use of
the right nostril was observed (right hemisphere activity). Moreover, when human odorants were
presented to dogs, a significant left-nostril bias (left hemisphere activation) was reported to sniff
olfactory stimuli collected from humans during a fearful situation (emotion-eliciting movies) and
physical stress. The observed opposite nostril use pattern in response to conspecific and heterospecific
odorants suggests that dog’s olfaction uses different sensory pathways to extract emotional cues from
canine and human chemosignals. Furthermore, an interesting hypothesis about the left nostril use
during sniffing at human sweat collected during a fear situation and physical stress is that these
heterospecific chemosignals (probably produced during the escape behavioural response to a predator)
could elicit dogs’ prey drive (i.e., approaching behavioural tendencies) to the stimuli through the
selective activation of the left hemisphere. The evidence that, in dogs [36], as in other animal models
(e.g., toads [34] and birds [33]), neural structures on the left side of the brain are involved in the control
of predatory behaviour supports this hypothesis.

3. Paw Preferences

Asymmetries of motor functions have been widely reported in various vertebrate and invertebrate
species, including the dog [1,2]. There is now a growing body of literature on motor lateralization in
dogs, focused mainly on behavioural lateralization in the form of forelimb preferential use. In recent
studies, paw preference has been assessed using several tasks: removal of a adhesive plaster from
the eye [17,37] or of a piece of tape from the nose [38–42], removal of a blanket from the head [43],
retrieval of food [44,45] from a toy object (namely the “Kong”, see Figure 2) [46–50] or a metal can [43],
paw-shaking [43], first foot placed forward to depart from a standing or sitting position [49,51] or
during a run [52] and stabilization of a ball [39] and hindlimb raising behaviour during urination [53].
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Figure 2. Motor lateralization: right paw use during stabilization of a food object (namely the “Kong”). 

The existence of motor asymmetries at a population level is currently a subject of wide debate. 
It has been reported in several species, including humans [54], non-human primates [55,56], rats [57], 
humpback whales [58] and common European toads [59] but studies on other animals, as for example 
marmosets [60], sheep [61,62], cats [63] and horses [64,65], has shown a motor bias only at the 
individual-level. However, the same species may also display a limb preference at the level of 
population or at the individual level depending on the task, as found in monkeys [66,67], cats [68] 
and sheep [69]. 

Motor lateralization in dogs is stable between breeds and over time [41,46] but variable between 
sexes. Although a few studies have reported an association between paw preference and sex at a 
population level but in opposite directions, with males showing a left-paw and females a right-paw 
preference [29,43,47], this seems to be inconsistent with other findings, which describe no population 
bias [17,39,41,46,51]. These conflicting results suggest that sex hormone status could be influential on 
the development of individual motor laterality but further investigations are necessary to accurately 
determine if this is the case. 

There have been several recent studies that revealed an interesting association between 
emotional functioning and limb preference in animals, including dogs. It is well established that in 
primates motor bias is associated with differences in the behaviour of individuals and their emotional 
states. In particular, left-handed/pawed animals displayed more fear responses, higher stress level 
and reactivity than right-handed/pawed animals [4,70,71]. The latter, instead, were more likely to 
approach new objects and showed more social behaviours to capture a prey (chimpanzees: [72], 
marmosets: [73,74]). These behavioural differences match the known specialization of the hemisphere 
involved in the control of motor functions (contralateral to the preferred limb). Therefore, the limb 
preferential use could be indicative of the subject’s personality type and its likelihood of expressing 
a positive or negative emotional functioning. Recent studies have reported indeed that left-handed 
marmosets have a negative cognitive bias compared to right-handed marmosets, which display a 
positive cognitive bias [75]. Concerning dogs, Branson and Rogers [46] showed that dogs with weaker 
motor lateralization were more reactive when exposed to potentially threatening stimuli 
(thunderstorm and fireworks sounds) since they displayed more stressed behaviours than lateralized 
subjects. Dogs with stronger paw preference are otherwise more confident and relaxed in an 
unfamiliar environment and when presented with novel stimuli [76]; on the contrary, they are less 

Figure 2. Motor lateralization: right paw use during stabilization of a food object (namely the “Kong”).

The existence of motor asymmetries at a population level is currently a subject of wide debate.
It has been reported in several species, including humans [54], non-human primates [55,56], rats [57],
humpback whales [58] and common European toads [59] but studies on other animals, as for example
marmosets [60], sheep [61,62], cats [63] and horses [64,65], has shown a motor bias only at the
individual-level. However, the same species may also display a limb preference at the level of
population or at the individual level depending on the task, as found in monkeys [66,67], cats [68] and
sheep [69].

Motor lateralization in dogs is stable between breeds and over time [41,46] but variable between
sexes. Although a few studies have reported an association between paw preference and sex at a
population level but in opposite directions, with males showing a left-paw and females a right-paw
preference [29,43,47], this seems to be inconsistent with other findings, which describe no population
bias [17,39,41,46,51]. These conflicting results suggest that sex hormone status could be influential on
the development of individual motor laterality but further investigations are necessary to accurately
determine if this is the case.

There have been several recent studies that revealed an interesting association between emotional
functioning and limb preference in animals, including dogs. It is well established that in primates
motor bias is associated with differences in the behaviour of individuals and their emotional states.
In particular, left-handed/pawed animals displayed more fear responses, higher stress level and
reactivity than right-handed/pawed animals [4,70,71]. The latter, instead, were more likely to
approach new objects and showed more social behaviours to capture a prey (chimpanzees: [72],
marmosets: [73,74]). These behavioural differences match the known specialization of the hemisphere
involved in the control of motor functions (contralateral to the preferred limb). Therefore, the limb
preferential use could be indicative of the subject’s personality type and its likelihood of expressing
a positive or negative emotional functioning. Recent studies have reported indeed that left-handed
marmosets have a negative cognitive bias compared to right-handed marmosets, which display a
positive cognitive bias [75]. Concerning dogs, Branson and Rogers [46] showed that dogs with weaker
motor lateralization were more reactive when exposed to potentially threatening stimuli (thunderstorm
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and fireworks sounds) since they displayed more stressed behaviours than lateralized subjects. Dogs
with stronger paw preference are otherwise more confident and relaxed in an unfamiliar environment
and when presented with novel stimuli [76]; on the contrary, they are less able in a problem-solving
task, to manipulate and explore a new object to obtain food than ambilateral subjects [76].

Given these findings, preferential limb use could be employed as a measure to assess vulnerability
to stress and welfare risk in animals [4] and also in dogs. Consequently, it is essential to correctly
categorize subjects as left- or right-pawed, choosing a motor test that provides reliable information
about dogs’ dominant paw, in order to make inference about dogs’ dominant hemisphere and their
ability to cope with stress. Wells et al. [48] recently investigated whether dogs use their dominant
paw in the most common motor test employed in this species, namely the Kong test. They found that
dogs use their non-dominant paw to stabilize the Kong to obtain food and their dominant paw for
postural support. These findings need to be considered for correct implications on animals’ welfare
and emotional vulnerability.

Therefore, the evaluation of paw preferential use could provide notable information regarding a
dog’s predisposition to solve future behavioural problems or about its suitability for work. It has been
demonstrated, indeed, that the direction of laterality is predictive of success in a Guide Dog Training
Programme; in particular, right-pawed dogs were more successful in completing the training than
left-pawed and ambilateral subjects [77].

Considering that behavioural differences in dogs’ response to different situations are linked with
motor lateralization and that dogs’ temperament plays an important role in the selection of dogs
(for working or adoptions), Schneider and colleagues [50] examined the relationship between paw
preference and temperament. They found no differences between lateralized and non-lateralized dogs
in the score obtained by a questionnaire completed by owners, aside from stranger-directed aggression
scale, where lateralized subjects registered higher scores than the ambilateral ones. This may suggest
the existence of a lateralized component in that particular type of aggressive response but further
investigations are required. Moreover, recent findings show that behavioural signs of fear and distress
displayed in a given situation and motor laterality are not associated with cortisol concentration in
saliva samples [42].

However, it would be interesting in the near future to deepen our understanding of the
relationship between motor laterality and emotional functioning since knowing the direction of
paw preference of a dog we could correctly assess the strategy to be employed to preserve and improve
its welfare.

Motor laterality is also associated with the analysis of visuospatial information, as we recently
found in our research. Specifically, agility trained dogs with weaker paw preference were less attentive
in performing agility exercises and displayed greater latency in the wave poles task (i.e., dogs’ ability
to work around pole obstacles that are secured in a straight line to a metal base) when the owner
was positioned in its left visual field [78]. These results clearly show that stimuli with high emotional
valence (the owner) could influence specific cognitive abilities, particularly when the right hemisphere
processes them. In a more recent study, we reported that visuospatial attention is strictly related to
motor lateralization since left-pawed dogs exhibited left visuospatial bias, right-pawed dogs a reversed
rightward bias, while ambilateral dogs displayed no bias [79]. The existence of such a relationship
has significant implications for animal welfare since it establishes a basis on which to develop new
therapies for the rehabilitation of visual attention during pathological conditions (namely, unilateral
spatial neglect); it could also help humans to improve canine training techniques, choosing the correct
side to handle dogs and how to capture their attention easily.

The importance of paw preference assessment as a useful tool to preserve animal welfare derives
also from the evidence of a direct relationship between dogs’ motor laterality and immune response
via an asymmetrical modulation exerted by the autonomic nervous system [38,80–82]. Right-pawed
and left-pawed dogs exhibit different patterns of immune response, in particular the former displayed
higher granulocytes percentage, number of γ-globulins [38], anti-rabies antibody titres and interferon
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gamma (IFN-γ) serum level [80] while the latter showed higher lymphocytes number [38] and higher
expression of specific interleukin genes (IL-2 and IL-6) after immune challenge [81]. Furthermore,
ambidextrous dogs exhibit a significantly higher increase of catecholamine levels after immunization
with rabies vaccine than lateralized subjects [82].

The direction of dogs paw preference is also related to anatomical asymmetries of the brain.
Aydınlıoğlu et al. [45] found a variation in callosal size, particularly in its posterior segment (namely
the isthmus) that was larger in right-preferent dogs than left-pawed subjects. Post mortem analyses
showed also morphological asymmetries in canine hippocampi, which is associated with both sex
(males larger than females) and paw preference. Female left-pawed dogs showed indeed larger
hippocampi than the right ones [44]. In light of this evidence, motor lateralization may be considered
as a direct consequence of brain structural asymmetries that could be, more broadly the likely cause of
cerebral specialization of functions.

4. Tail-Wagging as a Tool to Study the Asymmetrical Representation of Emotional Processing in
the Dog Brain

Tail wagging represents an interesting model to study competition or cooperation between brain
hemispheres in the control of behavioural response to emotional stimuli mainly for two reasons:

(1) Dogs move their tails in an asymmetrical way in response to different emotional stimuli [83].
(2) Studies on behavioural asymmetries associated with lateralized brain functions have usually

focused on asymmetric use of paired organs (e.g., forelimbs) but not of a medial organ (i.e., the
tail). In order to test asymmetries in tail wagging behaviour, family pet dogs of mixed breeds
were placed in a large rectangular wooden box with an opening on the centre of one of its shorter
side to allow subjects to view the different stimuli (see Figure 3). Different emotional stimuli were
presented as follows: the dog’s owner; an unknown person; an unfamiliar dog with agonistic
approach behaviour; and a cat. Tail wagging was analysed frame by frame from video footages
recorded through a video camera placed on the ceiling of the box (see Figure 3).
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Results revealed that both direction and amplitude of tail wagging movements were related to the
emotional valence of the stimulus. Specifically, when dogs looked at stimuli with a positive emotional
valence (e.g., their owner), there was a higher amplitude of tail wagging to the right. On the other
hand, during presentation of negative emotional stimuli (an unfamiliar dog with a clear agonistic
behaviour), a left bias in tail wagging appeared. Given that the movement of the tail depends on the
contralateral side of the brain [84], results are consistent with Davidson’s laterality-valence hypothesis
about the specialization of the left hemisphere for the control of approaching behavioural responses
(right-wag → positive stimulus) and the dominant role of the right hemisphere for the control of
withdrawal responses (left-wag → negative stimulus) [85]. In dogs, similar results were reported in
the work of Racca et al. [86] in which subjects presented with pictures of expressive dog faces exhibited
a left gaze bias (right hemisphere activation) while looking at negative conspecific facial expressions
and a right gaze bias (left hemisphere activation) when looking at positive ones. The amplitude of
tail-wagging movements is also a determinant cue for estimating “quantitatively” the level of arousal
elicited by different emotional stimuli: during presentations of an unfamiliar human being, dogs
significantly wagged their tails to the right side of their bodies but with less amplitude than towards
the owner, whereas the sight of a cat once again elicited right side tail-wagging movements with less
amplitude than towards the unfamiliar human being. The right side tail-wagging bias observed during
cat presentations would probably reflect the tendency of dogs to approach the stimulus under the left
hemisphere control of prey-drive behaviour.

In order to test whether or not dogs detect this asymmetry, in a more recent experiment, 43 dogs
of various breeds were shown movies of other dogs or black silhouettes manipulated in order to
display prevalent right or left sided tail-wagging or no wagging at all [87]. In addition, dogs’ emotional
response to movies was evaluated by measuring subjects’ behaviour and cardiac activity. Results
revealed that when dogs saw movies of a conspecific exhibiting prevalent left sided tail wagging, they
had an increased cardiac activity and higher stress behaviours. Moreover, when observing movies of
conspecific with right-sided tail wagging movements, dogs exhibited more relaxed behaviours with a
normal cardiac activity (i.e., heart rate values similar to those of the dogs during resting) suggesting
that the canine species is sensitive to the asymmetric tail movement of conspecifics, which has direct
implication for understanding dog social behaviour. Different results were reported in a previous
study in which the approach behaviour of free-ranging dogs to the asymmetric tail wagging of a
life-size robotic dog replica was recorded [88]. Results revealed a preference to approach the robotic
model (i.e., without stopping) when its tail was wagging to the left side. Authors reported that a
possible explanation for the stop response during the approach to the model moving its tail with a clear
bias to the right may originate when tested dogs are presented with a signal that would otherwise be
positive (right wag) yet is not accompanied by additional reciprocal visual or acoustical responses by
the robotic model. Another possible explanation for the different results between the two experiments
is that, in the first experiment, tail movements were taken by real dogs (i.e., biological movements)
while in the second they were artificially reproduced by a robotic model (even in the presence of a
good dog-replica robotic movements are not properly biological).

5. Conclusions

Overall, there is clear evidence that functional lateralization has profound connections with
cognition in dogs. A greater understanding of this association may certainly contribute to improve
dog welfare and the relationship between dogs and humans. Non-invasive techniques of measuring
lateralization (e.g., paw preference or tail wagging) could constitute a reliable, simple and direct tool of
evaluating dogs’ cognitive style and emotional affective states, providing elements that could enhance
every-day management practice and improve both dogs’ welfare and behavioural medicine.
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